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Conquer any journey without getting your bead on,  
with the help of a hi-teCh eleCtriC biCyCle…

 words: nick odantzis  photography: neil godwinor many people, 
cyclinG iS The 
puriST form of 
TranSporT There 

iS, wiTh freSh air (well, 
kind of) and exerciSe 
beinG juST Two of The 
reaSonS To leave The  
car aT home. buT noT 
everyone wanTS To Turn  
up To work lookinG like 
(Sir) chriS hoy afTer he’S 
compleTed a few lapS of 
The velodrome – eSpecially 
if There are no Shower 
faciliTieS aT The office.

And it isn’t just working life that 

‘conventional’ cycling isn’t always suited 

to. With the UK being a hilly, not to 

mention windy, country, having  

to pedal all the time can make days  

and weekends out quite arduous.

That’s where electric bicycles 

come in. Offering battery-

powered assistance, they give 

just about anyone the ability  

to get on a bike and get where 

they need to go, with minimal 

fuss. And they’re safe, too, with 

a top speed of just 15.5mph. 

What’s more, electric bikes 

have come a long way from  

the ugly, ‘battery-strapped-

to-scaffolding’ look of old, and 

now offer a stylish aesthetic 

– not to mention quick charging. 

Here, T3 has picked three of  

the best electric bicycles on the 

market right now. Read on and  

get ready for the ride of your life…

F

No sweat!
State of the Art
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2Gocycle G3
  it’s the priciest ride here, but 

a slick design and supreme portability 
make this the go-anywhere bike.
price: £3,299 url: gocycle.com

1haibike xduro urban rc
  The most conventional electric 

bicycle of the bunch, this boasts 
bosch power and some smart touches.
price: £3,199 url: e-bikeshop.co.uk

3eTT TraySer
  futuristic looks suggest 

futuristic abilities, but can the 
Trayser offer them at this price?
price: £1,700 url: ettindustries.com

what’S on teSt…what’S on teSt…what’S on teSt…

haibike xduro urban rc
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Th e G3’s party piece is 
its Knight Rider-style 
dash, with simple 
LEDs for information

deSiGn
teSt 01:

down, a la the Brompton, you can take it with 

you just about anywhere. � e battery is neatly 

integrated into the frame, for clean looks, 

and the quick-release, single-sided mag wheels 

are slick as hell. But the Gocycle’s party piece 

is its Knight Rider-style dash, which uses 

simple LEDs to show you things like how 

much charge is left and which gear you’re in.

More conventional in its appearance, 

but no less impressive, is the Haibike xDuro, 

which is packed with the latest Bosch tech. 

People will know you’re riding electric with 

its downtube-mounted battery, which can 

be easily removed, enabling you to charge it 

at home without lugging your bike inside. 

� e overriding matte-black theme looks 

menacing, while the frame has some neat 

touches, like having the cables hidden inside 

for smoothness (and weather-proofi ng), and 

powerful integrated lights - easily activated 

by the handlebar-mounted thumb controls.

SpeCS

ikes all look the same, right? 

Well, if these three are anything 

to go by, they couldn’t look more 

diff erent. Heading up the pack 

with its unique, somewhat divisive, looks is 

the Trayser - never will you go anywhere on 

two wheels and garner so much attention. 

Riding it, you feel like a celebrity – though 

nobody’s interested in you. � e look of the bike 

isn’t merely a ploy to grab stares; the design is 

modular, enabling you to upgrade the heart of 

the bike - the battery - as you go. So in a year’s 

time, when there’s a battery that’s lighter and 

has more range, you can simply take out your 

old one and swap it in, so you get future style 

and future proofi ng. And that’s not all - you’ll 

also be able to 3D print your own customised 

bits for the Trayser, such as the mini mudfl ap 

you can see in the pictures, enabling you to 

create your own, personal version of the bike. 

� e Gocycle G3 is similarily unusual to 

look at, but purpose lies at its roots - with its 

mini-bike proportions and ability to fold 

 ETT has partnered with 
online 3D-printing shop 
Shapeways.com, so you’ll 
be able to buy 3D-printed 
accessories for the Trayser – 
but where’s the fun in that? 

haibike xduro urban rc

frame: aluminium 
6061, hydro-forced 
tubes, gravity-
casting interface
brakeS: Shimano 
M615 hydraulic 
disc brakes

wheelS: Crank 
brothers Cobalt 1 
TyreS: Schwalbe 
Marathon Supreme 
700 x 32c
GearS: Shimano 
ten-speed (chain)

baTTery: removable 
bosch 36-volt, 
500wh
moTor: Mid-mounted
ranGe: up to 
140 miles
weiGhT: 18.2kg

B

liCenCe to print 
one of the trayser’s best features is the 
ability to 3d-print extras for it yourself

Instead, get yourself a 3D 
printer (or find a mate who’s 
got one) and print them 
yourself, for a lot less cash 
and in whatever colour you 
want. Go to ettindustries.com, 

click on Future Factory in 
the menu, and you’ll find 
.stl files for a funky mini rear 
mudguard, as well as a front 
brake clip, which you can 
download for free. The real 
fun begins when you start 
using a 3D-modelling program 
like Autocad, and design your 
own parts to really pimp out 
your bike and make it unique!

do you want funky, practical or 
dynamic? let’s check them out… 

above it looks rather like an ordinary bike, but scratch beneath 
the surface and you’ll find integrated lights and a bosch computer

State of the Art
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SpeCS SpeCS

 Perhaps you’re not ready to 
hand over a wad of cash to get 
on the electric bandwagon, 
or maybe you’re particularly 
fond of your current steed. 
Either way, you can add a 

eTT TraySerGocycle G3

frame: 
aluminium 
monocoque
brakeS: 
tektro duel-piston 
calliper
wheelS: 700c 

TyreS: duro 
28 x 2in
GearS: Single-speed  
gates Carbon drive 
(belt) 
baTTery: 42-volt, 
840wh

moTor: rear-hub- 
mounted
ranGe: up to 
60 miles 
weiGhT: 27kg 

frame: folding 
magnesium, with 
universal Vgonomic 
brakeS: 
hydraulic discs
wheelS: Magnesium, 
quick-remove

TyreS: gocycle 
20 x 1.75in
GearS: Cleandrive 
Shimano nexus 
three-speed 
with predictive 
shifting (chain)  

baTTery: 
22-volt, 300wh
moTor: 
front-hub-mounted
ranGe: 
up to 50 miles
weiGhT: 16.3kg

  Th e mini-bike style might 
not be for everyone, but 
there’s clearly been a huge 
amount of eff ort put into 
the G3’s design - it’s a peach

Test 01 winnerpower ConVerSion
Can’t afford to buy an electric bicycle? 
there’s a solution, and you can get it now 

power aid that addresses 
both of the above: the 
GeoOrbital Wheel (geoo.com) 
simply replaces your front 
wheel (a 60-second job) 
and contains everything 

needed to power you along 
for up to 50 miles. Available 
on Kickstarter now, it costs 
just £500, but the issue 
at the moment is that it’s 
built for US customers; its 
20mph speed limit makes
it illegal to use on UK roads. 
Fingers crossed they’ll make 
a Euro-specific version in 
the not-too-distant future.

BEST FOR
DESIGN

goCyCle g3 

above The only folding bike here, with cool touches like the 
centre stand, and adjustable seating/handlebar position

above futuristic style with future-proof features – 3d-printed 
parts give you ways to customise, like this mini rear mudflap
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teSt 02:

ll three bikes stand out for their 

looks, but when it comes to 

electric power assistance, they’re 

equally unique. For starters, 

the Gocycle G3 hides its battery - the smallest 

and lightest of the bunch - within its frame, 

yet still easily delivers a handy 50 miles of 

range in mixed riding conditions. It also 

features - again hidden within a shroud for 

neatness and  zero-maintenance weather 

protection - a Shimano Nexus three-speed 

chain-driven gear system. � is gives it a nice 

range of power, making easy work of bigger 

gradients and keeping cadence under control 

on long straights. � e G3’s trump card is its 

app, which enables you to connect to the bike 

and tailor the power delivery to your liking, 

with various preset riding modes. � ere’s also 

a custom option, which lets you create a power 

map to suit your exact needs. For instance, you 

can increase power at lower RPMs, sacrifi cing 

battery life, or keep it in reserve for hills when 

you need extra power, which increases range. 

In Touring mode, 
the Haibike is good 
for a rangey 100 miles

� e Haibike utilises trick Bosch electric 

gubbins, and though the 500Wh battery sits 

in the middle capacity-wise, the German 

manufacturer’s expertise in this area shows: 

with the motor nestled in the crank, just 

beneath the battery, there’s less energy 

wastage as you pedal along. In Touring mode 

(power level 2 of 4), you get plenty of assistance, 

but the battery life is good for a rangey 100 

miles. � e conventional-style wide-ranging 

rear cassette gives you plenty of gears to play 

with, so you can tackle any scenario - from 

short town rides to longer tow-path touring.

With a colossal 840Wh battery inside its 

trick frame, the Trayser has plentiful capacity, 

but it’s also the most zealous bike here, with a 

yield of just 60 miles thanks to 42 volts that rip 

through the amp hours. It’s probably for the 

best, given that the belt-driven single speed is 

only usable around town anyway; up hills, the 

gearing is too low for the power assistance to 

kick in fully. On the fl ip side, it absolutely fl ies 

down straights without feeling undergeared.

A

this is why you’re here – to find out 
what the guts of the bikes are like

 While electric bicycles are 
speed-limited (read right), their 
batteries differ depending on 
where the battery is mounted 
on the frame and what the 
bike’s intended use is.  A bit of 

watt the heCK iS thiS?
Volts/amp hours/watt hours – it’s all voodoo, 
but battery tech is worth checking out

a crash course in battery tech: 
volts equate to the power of 
the battery - the more it has, 
the more powerful it is. For 
example, the Trayser has the 
most powerful battery, at 42V. 

Then there’s amp hours, 
which is essentially how 
much charge it has - its 
capacity.  Again, the Trayser 
has the largest, at 20AH. 
Combine these two and you 
get watt hours. The Trayser 
has the highest number - 
about 840Wh – but as it’s so 
powerful, it’s also thirsty, 
so you don’t get much range.

Top a mid-mounted 
bosch motor is neatly 
integrated and gives 
lots of uphill shove 
above the lockable 
bosch unit is the only 
battery of the three 
that can be removed 
and charged indoors
lefT the xduro’s 
integrated lights can 
be activated with the 
touch of a button on 
the handlebar controls

70  T3 july 2016 Get three issues of T3 for just £5! See p64

State of the Art

BEST FOR
POWER

haibike xduro urban rc
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Top the belt-driven 
single speed gives the 
trayser maintenance-
free power, but it 
can struggle on hills
above the battery is 
neatly hidden inside 
the frame, and can be 
removed and upgraded 
lefT if your gadgets 
run dry, you can tap 
into the trayser’s 
battery reserves with 
this handy uSb charger 

Top quickly removable 
wheels enable you to 
fold this bike down 
in just a few minutes
above rear suspension 
gives the gocycle 
a particularly 
comfortable ride
lefT Via the gocycle 
app, you can easily 
tailor your ride to 
suit any circumstance, 
with modes for more 
power or better range

 july 2016  T3 7 1Get three issues of T3 for just £5! See p64

 At present in the UK, all EPACs 
(or electric pedal-assisted 
cycles, for long) are restricted 
on public roads or cycleways to 
15.5mph. That might seem a little 
stingey to those of you who are 

not too unliMited
electric cyclists are dirty cheats who want 
to overtake us honest pedal-pushers, right?

used to riding at beyond 20mph 
with ease, but remember - it’s 
all about average speed, and 
you can easily average 15.5mph 
all day long, something that’s 
much harder to do on a normal 

bike, when hills, wind or a 
session in the pub come into 
play. The Haibike xDuro is the 
only bike on test with gearing 
long enough to let you breach 
this limit without pedalling 
like an absolute maniac – but 
once the electric power cuts 
out, you’d better get those 
quads/hamstrings/calves 
ready for the effort involved!

 Th e G3 has the smarts, 
but the xDuro edges it with 
huge range and the ability 
to ride fast in any situation

haibiKe Xduro 
urban rC

Test 02 winner

eTT TraySerGocycle G3
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ride
teSt 03:

they’ve all got the power, but how 
well do they cope on the road?

 Different electric-bicycle 
manufacturers use different 
types of motor - and they each 
have their pros and cons. The 
Trayser has its motor housed in 
the rear wheel hub. This gives 

wheelie good ride
all three bikes here have different electric- 
motor locations. does it make a difference?

good traction (with weight 
over the rear wheel), and it’s 
simple to install. The Gocycle, 
in contrast, has the motor 
in the front wheel, which 
effectively gives the bike 

all-wheel-drive, for better 
traction in all situations, 
as well as good weight 
distribution. The Haibike has a 
mid-mounted motor, so power 
goes directly to the drivetrain, 
offering good performance 
when going up hills; and since 
the weight of the motor is 
low and evenly distributed, 
the bike handles better.

72  T3 july 2016 Get three issues of T3 for just £5! See p64

et’s cut to the chase: each of these 

bikes has a diff erent purpose - 

and rider - in mind. While the 

Trayser is certainly powerful, 

the downside to its big battery is heft. At 27kg 

(almost 9kg more than the Haibike), you won’t 

be slinging it over your shoulder. Th e weight, 

combined with the gearing, can be felt up hills, 

so it’s defi nitely more of an inner-city bike.  

Hopefully, your home town has smooth roads 

because, despite those fat, cushy tyres, the ride 

is harsh and its low bars give your palm nerves 

a workout with the saddle raised. Usefully, 

ETT off ers riser bars to add comfort. Th ough 

the Trayser rocks hydraulic disc brakes, they 

feel a little underpowered, especially with 

that extra weight to haul to a stop.

At 18.2kg, the Haibike feels featherweight 

in comparison. It also rides pretty much 

like a normal bike - comfortable (apart from 

the Brooks saddle - thankfully, this can be 

changed) with an ergonomic on-bike position, 

superb hydraulic brakes and loads of grip, 

At 27kg, the Trayser is 9kg 
heavier than the Haibike, 
and you really feel it
no matter what the surface. Th e only real 

downside is that the frame doesn’t come with 

mudguards – but that’s an easy fi x at a later 

date. With the optional Bosch Nyon computer, 

you get niceties like a huge 4.3-inch colour 

screen, which gives you loads of information 

while you ride, including turn-by-turn 

directions – though, annoyingly, it doesn’t 

highlight cycle routes - one for a future update.

Clearly designed for commuters and leisure 

pursuers, the G3 is arguably more versatile 

than the Haibike. Th e folding frame is a boon, 

though it’s too time-consuming and fi ddly 

to do it every day. Th at aside, it’s stunning 

to ride - light and comfortable, with strong 

brakes, though those small wheels struggle 

with big bumps. Th e dash is intuitive and 

easy to use, while the motorbike-style twist- 

and-go throttle gives you pedal-free power 

(on private land). If you get the optional 

Commuter pack, you gain easy-fi t mudguards 

(as well as the aforementioned front and rear 

lights), which complete this useful package.

L

Top it’s a pricey 
optional extra, but 
the big, beautiful 
bosch computer is 
worth every penny
above the brooks saddle 
is a luxury touch, 
but it certainly won’t 
suit every derriere
lefT handlebar-mounted 
controls give you 
easy access to all 
the major functions, 
like power adjustment

BEST FOR
RIDE

State of the Art

haibike xduro urban rc
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 Most gadgets these days 
are battery-powered, and you 
probably already know that 
after a while, when they’ve 
recharged a certain amount of 
times, they slowly start to lose 

Keep the juiCe flowing 
batteries don’t last forever, but you can 
increase their lifespan with these easy tips

their maximum charge – so 
you get shorter battery life. 
It takes a while for this to 
happen, but if you’ve invested 
in something expensive, you 
want to do everything you can 

to make it last as long as 
possible, yeah? There’s an 
easy way to increase your 
bike’s battery life: keep it 
topped up after every ride, 
as batteries don’t like 
to sit without charge in them. 
They don’t like moisture 
either, so keep yours indoors, 
or fit a protective cover 
(like the one for the Haibike).

 july 2016  T3 73Get three issues of T3 for just £5! See p64

 It’s comfortable, practical 
(aside from the lack of mud 
guards) and feels fantastic 
to ride in any situation 

haibiKe Xduro 
urban rC

Test 03 winner

Top the trayser’s 
computer is easy to 
read and adjust when 
you’re on the move 
above the rear saddle 
mount looks incredible 
lefT though the 
monocoque frame shouts 
‘premium’ cool, for 
the most part the 
bike is made up of 
fairly basic bits – the 
handlebars, for example

Top the funky dash 
looks a bit alien, but 
it’s really easy to read
above a handy slot 
underneath the saddle 
hides an allen key 
for making quick 
adjustments on the fly
lefT folding the g3 is 
tricky at first, but 
easy once you know how 
– and makes the bike 
great for transporting  

eTT TraySerGocycle G3
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T3 raTeS: the haibike offers 
a perfect blend of power and 
battery life, with optimum 
gearing to suit. it also 
looks great and is fantastic 
to ride – even more so with 
the optional nyon computer. 
garage-dreamers will love 
the removeable battery.

T3 raTeS: great to ride; 
packable; good range; app 
smarts make it easy to use.
T3 SlaTeS: folding isn’t 
brompton-quick; it’s the 
priciest bike here.
T3 SayS: a stunning, well-
built portable electric bike.

T3 raTeS: wacky, space-age 
design; powerful; future-
proof battery system.
T3 SlaTeS: heavy, with a harsh 
ride; hills are a struggle.
T3 SayS: fundamentally 
flawed, but its bold, unique 
features deserve attention.

T3 SlaTeS: a lack of 
mudguards is annoying; the 
standard saddle isn’t very 
comfy; it’s a little pricey.
T3 SayS: once you’ve ridden 
the haibike, you’ll never 
want a normal bike again.

cycliQ fly6 
 Getting harassed by other 

riders or drivers? Then you’ll 
want the Fly6. With this rear-
facing camera – which also 
doubles as a rear light – you 
can capture the footage, 
then (a) take it to the plod, 
or (b) post it to YouTube to 
shame said harassers. It also 
has an Incident Mode, which 
automatically saves footage 
in the event of an accident.
£99; cycliq.com

vulpine coTTon 
rain TrouSerS

 No matter what the 
time of year, here in the UK 
you’re guaranteed abysmal 
weather for about 364 days 
of it – so it’s a good idea to 
have some trousers that 
protect against the rain. Don 
these waterproof trousers 
from Vulpine, which look 
rather fetching whether 
you’re on or off the bike.
£139; vulpine.cc

Giro SuTTon 
mipS helmeT

 Whatever you do, protect 
your bonce with a decent lid 
like the Giro Sutton, which 
has MIPS built in. What is this 
unfamiliar acronym, we hear 
you ask? It’s a cunning bit 
of safety tech designed to 
reduce rotational forces in 
an impact. Nice, eh? It also 
has a shade for sunny days 
and a clip to fit a rear light.
£74; wiggle.co.uk

rapha hooded 
rain jackeT

 You’ve got your bottoms 
sorted, but you might also 
want a weatherproof coat. 
Here at T3, we love this Rapha 
stunner. Its light weight 
and breathability are ideal 
for spirited rides, while the 
hidden hi-vis drop-tail gives 
you extra visibility when 
you need it. It’ll look cool 
when you’re not cycling, too.
£230; rapha.cc

Skylock
 Available from July, the 

Skylock offers a rather 
clever way of keeping your 
shiny and hugely expensive 
electric bike from getting 
pinched, with handy keys-
free Bluetooth unlocking and 
alerts delivered to your phone 
if someone should attempt 
to bypass your ingenious 
security system. Just don’t 
go and lose your phone, OK?
$179 (£122), skylock.cc

74  T3 july 2016 Get three issues of T3 for just £5! See p64

 1st haibike xduro 
urban rC
price: £3,199 url: e-bikeshop.co.uk

 2nd gocycle g3
price: £3,299 
url: gocycle.com 

3rd ett trayser
price: £1,700 
url: ettindustries.com  

Th e overall 
winner is…

five eSSenTial elecTric-cyclinG acceSSorieS 
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STrava
 Ah, the venerable Strava. 

Yes, we know everyone 
uses it, but the cool thing is 
nobody will know your wicked 
average speed is nothing to 
do with your own legs.
Free; App Store, Google Play

ebike connecT
 If you’ve opted for the 

Nyon, then you’ll need this 
companion app. It lets you 
adjust the Nyon’s settings, 
customise the screen 
and view your riding stats.
Free; App Store, Google Play

whaT To 
wear cyclinG

 For iPhone owners only, 
this essential app tells 
you what to wear before 
you head out, according 
to the weather forecast. 
Free; App Store

GooGle mapS
 If you can’t quite afford 

the Nyon, just strap your 
phone to your handlebars 
and use the turn-by-turn 
direction in Google Maps - 
it’s free and works really well.
Free; App Store, Google Play

fill ThaT hole
 Regular city riders will no 

doubt come across potholes 
on a daily basis. This app 
enables you to easily report 
the buggers to the council 
when you see them.
Free; App Store, Google Play

Get three issues of T3 for just £5! See p6476  T3 july 2016

make your electric two-wheeled 
purchase even more impressive
with these handy extras

 1boSch nyon
 Available as an option at purchase, the 

Nyon is a worthwhile upgrade to the xDuro. 
You get a colour 4.3-inch display, with turn-by-
turn navigation, on-the-fly fitness and riding 
stats, plus smartphone notifications.
£349; e-bikeshop.co.uk

essential
haibike 
xduro
add-ons

State of the Art

 3SkS commuTer hybrid mudGuardS
 No mudguards? The xDuro comes with eyelets front 

and rear, so you can fit these full-length guards. 
They’re designed for bigger tyres, giving loads of coverage.
£19.99; chainreactioncycles.com

 2fabric cell
 The standard Brooks 

saddle, while a looker, isn’t 
that comfy. It’s easy to swap 

it, but go for one that’s 
designed to be comfy. The 

Cell uses airsprung tech to 
keep saddle soreness at bay, 
and comes in a variety of colours.
£49.99; wiggle.co.uk

 5360 fly
 This handlebar-

mounted action cam 
takes ride recording to the 
next level, with 360-degree 
video capture and live 
broadcasting. Also coming 

soon is the 4K version, which 
will offer incredible footage.

£400; jessops.com

five muST-have appS for your haibike xduro

 4TannuS Shield
 The xDuro has puncture-

resistant tyres already, 
but for worry-free riding check out 
these inner-tube-free solid tyres, 
which will mean no more roadside 
tyre changes when you hit a nail 
or shard of glass. With patented 
Nano Technology Foam, the 
tyre offers comfort and low 
rolling resistance, and comes 
in a 700 x 32c size for this bike.
£59.99; thesolidtyre.com

make your electric two-wheeled 
purchase even more impressive

SkS commuTer hybrid mudGuardS
No mudguards? The xDuro comes with eyelets front 

and rear, so you can fit these full-length guards. 
They’re designed for bigger tyres, giving loads of coverage.

keep saddle soreness at bay, keep saddle soreness at bay, 
and comes in a variety of colours.and comes in a variety of colours.
£49.99; wiggle.co.uk

 5360 fly
This handlebar-

mounted action cam 
takes ride recording to the 
next level, with 360-degree 
video capture and live 
broadcasting. Also coming 

soon is the 4K version, which 
will offer incredible footage.

£400; jessops.com
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